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The main aim of this diploma thesis was to determine the effect of internal 

and external lubrication on compression process and properties of prepared tablets. 

During this work three materials were used. Microcrystalline cellulose was used as 

a model filler and Syloid with magnesii stearas as lubricants. The flow properties of 

tested mixtures before compression were determined by using the angle of respose 

and flow through orifice. Compressibility of materials was studied by using force 

displacement method and by parameters of three-exponential equation which 

describe the phases of compression process. These phases are precompression, 

elastic deformation and plastic deformation. At the same time the effect of external 

lubrication on the radial strenght and the disintegration time of prepared teblets by 

two different compaction forces were tested. 

The results proved that internal addition of lubricants has a positive effect on 

flow properties of mixtures which influenced the parameters of force displacement 

method and compression equation as well. Internal addition of lubricants markedly 

reduced the energy during precompression and elastic deformation. External addition 

values of plastic energy reduced besides the compression of mixtures lubricated by 

this method of lubrication depleted the least energy. 

Last but not least properties of tablets were evaulated. Tablets prepared by 

external lubrication had higher radial strenght besides tablets compressed from 

microcrystalline cellulose without lubricants. It is a form of lubrication which has a 

minimal effect on the tablet properties. Increasing concentration of internal added 

lubricants the strenght of tablets decreased and the disintegration time shortened. 



 
 

 

Syloid had a positive effect on the tablet properties because it is a material which 

decreases elasticity and increases plasticity of mixtures. 



 
 

 

 


